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NONMONOTONEITY OF PICARD PRINCIPLE
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MITSURU NAKAI AND TOSHIMASA TADA1

Dedicated to Professor Tadashi Kuroda on the occasion of his 60 th birthday

Abstract. Two nonnegative Cx functions P(z) and Q(z) on the punctured unit

disk 0 < |z| < 1 are constructed such that Q(z) < P(z) and there exists only one

Martin minimal boundary point for the equation Aw = Pu over z = 0 and, neverthe-

less, there exist exactly two Martin minimal boundary points for the equation

Aw = Qu over z = 0.

The purpose of this paper is to show the existence of the following rather peculiar

pair of two densities P and Q on the punctured unit disk S2: 0 < \z\ < 1 with

0 < Q < P on fi such that the Picard principle is valid for P and invalid for Q at

the origin z = 0.

We start fixing terminologies before explaining our result more precisely. We will

take the punctured sphere R: 0 < \z\ ^ oo as our base Riemann surface so that every

topological notion will be considered relative to R = {0 < \z\ < oo}. Then the unit

circle \z\ = 1 is the relative boundary 912 of the punctured disk 12: 0 < |z| < 1 and

the origin z = 0 is the ideal boundary 512 of 12.

By a density P on Q we mean a nonnegative locally Holder continuous function

P(z) on the closure 12 = 12 U 3S2 so that P may or may not have a singularity at

z = 0. With a density P on 12 we associate the class PP(12; 912) of nonnegative real

valued continuous functions u on !1 vanishing on 9fl such that u satisfies the

following selfadjoint elliptic equation of the second order:

(1) Am(z) = Z>(z)M(z)

on 12, where A  is the Laplacian 4d2/dzdz. We also denote by PPX(Q; 912) the

subclass of PP(Sl; 912) consisting of functions u with the normalization

(2) -/    ^-u(z)\dz\=2ir.
Jd£l   d\z\

The cardinal number #(ex. PPX(Q,; 912)) of the set ex. PPX(Q; 9S2) of extreme

points of the convex set PPX(&; 9fl) is referred to as the Picard dimension of a

density P at the ideal boundary Sfl of 12, dim P in notation, i.e.

(3) dimP = #(ex.PZJ1(fi;9S2)).
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There exists a bijective correspondence u <-» \i between PPx(ti; 912) and the set of

probability measures /i, on ex. PP,(12; 912) such that

u = I vdfi(v)
•'ex. PPt(a;3Q)

as a consequence of the Choquet theorem (cf. e.g. [11]).

If dim P = 1, then we say that the Picard principle is valid for P. This means that

PP,(12; 912) consists of a single function u0 so that for every nonnegative solution h

of (1) on 12 there exist a nonnegative real number A and a bounded solution b of (1)

on0<|z|<r<l such that h = Xu0 + b. This property was first found by Picard

in 1923 for the density P = 0, i.e. for positive harmonic functions, with u0(z) =

-log | z |, which is also known as the principle of positive singularities. The above

formulation, as being of Picard dimension one, is due to Bouligand in 1931 and the

study of the Picard principle for general densities was initiated by Brelot [1, 2].

We are interested in characterizing all densities P on 12 for which the Picard

principle is valid. To a certain extent it is true that the Picard principle is valid for a

density P at 512 if the singular behavior of P at 512 is not too wild. For example, if

P is in LL(12) [8] or P(z) = 0(|z|"2) as z -> 0 [4], then the Picard principle is valid

for P. In view of these it may sound plausible that if the Picard principle is valid for

a density P, then it is also valid for any density Q < P since the singular behavior of

Q at 512 must be less wild than that of P. This is certainly the case [7, 5] for densities

P and Q which are rotation free, i.e. P(z) = P(\z\) and Q(z) = Q(\z\). The purpose

of this paper is to show, contrary to this intuition, that the above expectation is not

in general correct. Namely we will prove the following:

The main theorem. There exists a pair of densities P and Q on 12 such that

0 < Q < P on 12 and the Picard principle is valid for P and invalid for Q.

The correspondence P >-* dim P is a mapping from the set 3 of densities on 12

into the set of cardinal numbers. We have seen [9, 10] that the range dim 3 contains

the set N of positive integers, the infinite countable cardinal number a and the

cardinal number c of the continuum so that dim.® c [1, c ] in general and dim.® =

[1, c] if the continuum hypothesis is postulated. We have asked [6] whether P -> dim P

is monotone (i.e. whether P < Q implies dimP < dimg). The above result shows

that it is not monotone in general on 3) although it is monotone [7] on 3r, the set of

rotation free densities.

The proof of the main theorem will be divided into three parts. In the first part,

§1, two subregions of 12 with relative harmonic dimensions one and two, respec-

tively, will be constructed. In §2 we associate what we call firmly associated densities

with the above two regions. In both of these two parts, the Schwarz alternating

method, or the linear operator method for principal functions in the modern

terminology of Rodin-Sario [12], will be intensively used. The proof will be com-

pleted in the final very short §3.

1. Relative harmonic dimensions.

1. A sequence {Yn} f of closures Yn of Jordan regions Yn in 12 will be referred to

as a ^-sequence in 12 if Y„ n Ym = 0 (n * m), so W = W({7„}) = 12 - 11?% is

connected and {Yn} converges to 512: z = 0, i.e. there exist only a finite number of
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y„ such that Y„ n {e < |z| < 1} * 0 for any e > 0. We denote by 9Z> the relative

boundary of a subregion Z) of the punctured sphere Z? = {0<|z|*s+oo} consid-

ered in R. We then consider the class HP{W;dW) of nonnegative harmonic

functions on W with vanishing boundary values on 9 MP' and the subclass HPX(W; dW)

of HP(W; dW) consisting of those functions u with the normalization (2). Similar to

the Picard dimension we define the relative harmonic dimension, dim{Yn} in nota-

tion, of a ^-sequence {Yn} at 512: z = 0 by

dim{F„} = #(ex.HPx(W;dW)).

In subsection 6 we will give examples of ^-sequences {5„}f and {S„j}j-i<2;„>i

satisfying dim{5„} = 1, dim{S„y} = 2 and Df(Snl U Sn2) c UfS,, after establish-

ing auxiliary results in subsections 2-5.

2. We fix positive nubmers a, 8, p, q and p with 0<a-5<a + 5<l, 0 < p —

p<p<q<q + p<2tr and consider a subregion (see Figure 1)

A = A(b) = {a-5<|z|<a + 5,/>-p< argz < p)

(J [a <\z\< b, p ^ aigz ^ q)

u[a — 8<\z\<a + 8,q< arg z < q + p}

of 12 for any number b with a < b < a + 5. We also consider subsets F~, F+ of dA

and subsets T~, T+ of A given by (see Figure 2)

F~= {|z|=a-5,/?-p<argz</?}

u{a-5<|z|<a + 5, argz = p - p)

u{\z\= a + 8, p - p < a.Tgz < p),

F+= [\z\= a - 8, q < argz < q + p}

u{a-S<|z|=$a + 5, arg z = <? + p}

u{|z|=a + 5, g< argz < g + p},

r-= T-(fe) = {a <|z|< /b,argz =/>},

T + = T + (b)= {a <|z|<6,argz = q).

Figure 1

N/ v v' s^

Figure 2
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Figure 3

We denote by u(y; D, •) the harmonic measure of a subset y of 9Z) considered on a

subregion D of R. Then the family {u,,} of harmonic measures

uh(z) = u(F- UF+;A,z)        (z e A)

converges to 0 on T" U T+ as b -» a:

Lemma 1. lim/,_asupr-ur+ «fc = 0.

3.  We prove Lemma 1. The harmonic measure  uh dominates the harmonic

measure

w'(z) = u(F~; A (~\{p - p < argz < p},z)

and is dominated by the harmonic measure

v'h{z) = cc(F- UT~;A n{p - p < argz <p},z).

Fix any positive number e. Then there exist positive numbers 50, p0 such that

50 < 5, p0 < p and w~< e on (see Figure 3)

Fo  = [\z\ = a ~ V P ~ Po < argz < p)

U {a - 50 < | z | < a + 50, arg z = /? - p0}

U {| z | = a + 50, p - p0 < arg z < /;}.

The family {v'h} converges decreasingly to w ' as b -* a and hence by the Dini

theorem v~h converges uniformly on every compact subset of

AD{p - p ^ argz ^p) -{(a - 8)eip, ae'p,(a + 8)e'p}.

Therefore there exists b0 = b0(e) with a < b0 < a + 50 such that ^-iv"<EonF0"

for every b with a < b < b0. Then we have uh < v'h < 2e on F0~  and similarly

uh < v£ < 2e on

Fo   = {\z\ = a - 8Q, q < argz < q + p0)

U {a - S0 < |z | < a + S0, arg z = q + p0}

u{|z|= a + 50, fjf < argz < # + p0},

where

/ja+(z) = w(F+ L)T + ;A n{q < argz <q + p),z).

By the maximum principle, uh < 2e is valid on a region (see Figure 4)

[a - 50 <|z|< a + S0, p - p0 < argz < p}

U { a <|z|< ft, p < argz < q}

u{a-S0<|z|<a + 50,<7< arg z < q + p0}

including f" UT+.    □
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Figure 4

4. Let D be a subregion of R, y a subset of 9Z) consisting of a finite number of

disjoint analytic arcs such that 9Z> - y n (y — e(y)) = 0 for the set e(y) of end

points of each arc in y. The Harnack constant k = k(F) of a closed subset F of D

such that F is compact and contained in Z> U (y - e(y)) is given by

k = k(F) = k(F;D,y,a)

= sup|^|;z e F, u e HP(D;y) -{0}J,

where a & D and HP(D; y) is the set of nonnegative harmonic functions on Z) with

vanishing boundary values on 7. Then we have the following

Lemma 2. k(F) < 00.

This is a special case of the so-called Carleson lemma but in our case of two

dimension the existence of the conformal mapping reduces the lemma to a simple

estimation of the Poisson kernel, which we describe in the sequel for the sake of

completeness.

5. We assume that F contains a since /c(F)< k(F U {a}). Let yx,...,ys be

disjoint analytic arcs with y = yx U • • • Uy,. Then we divide F into a compact

subset F0 of D and closed subsets Fx,..., Fs of D satisfying F = F0 U Fx U • • • UFS,

a e F0C\ Fxn ■■• r\Fs, Fj c D U (y, - e(Yy)) (y = 1,..., s), and Fj is contained

in a simply connected subregion of R. Further we take an analytic arc Ty such that

Tj U yj encloses a simply connected subregion £>■ of Z> containing F,. Observe the

facts that k(F)*zmax0<J<sk(Fj), k(F0) < 00, k{Fj) ^ k(F/, DJt yJt a), and D,

may be viewed as the unit disk by using a conformal mapping. Now it is sufficient to

prove Lemma 2 in the case that Z>={|z|<l}, yisa single circular arc, a = 0 and

a is in F.

Let w be any positive function in HP(D; y) and /i be the Poisson-Herglotz

(Martin) representing measure of w:

The support of /x is contained in r={|z|=l}-(Y — e(y)) which has a positive

distance d from F. Then the Poisson kernel satisfies that
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Therefore we have

u{zUhSTldd^) = T{())   (zGF)

so that k(F) < 2/d.   □

6. In this subsection we give two ^sequences {S„}™ and {SnJ}„12.n>1 with

U1°(5„1 U S„2) c Ur5„ and prove in subsections 7-9 that dim^,} = 1, dim{SnJ}

= 2. Fix a sequence {an}f in (0,1) with an > an + x and lim„a„ = 0. Fix positive

numbers px, qx, p2, q2 with 0 < px < qx < p2 < q2 < 2tt. Then we consider <¥■

sequences {Sn}f, {SnJ}J=ia.r,>x for any sequence {bn}^ in (0,1) with an> bn>

an+x given by (see Figure 5)

S„= S„{{b„}) = [b„<\z\<an, px < argz < q2),

Snj = SnJ({bn}) = [b„ <\z\< a„, Pj < argz < qj]        (j = 1,2; n = 1,2,...).

We also consider subregions (see Figures 6 and 7)

12: = 12 -{0 <\z\ < a,, px < argz < q2),

2

122 = 12 - (J (0 < |z | < ax, pj ^ argz < q}},
7-1

OO

Wx=rVx({b„})=W{{Sn}) = Sl-  \JS„,
n = l

oo

w2 = w2{{bn}) = w({snj}) = 12 - U (sttl u sn2)
«=1

and mappings

Tyu = u-H?-       (u<=HP(Wv;dWv);v = 1,2)

of HP{WV; dW„) to Z/P(12„; 912J, where Hf is defined as follows (cf. e.g. [3]). Let D

be a nonvoid open subset of R not necessarily relatively compact such that each

point of dD is contained in a nondegenerate continuum contained in 9Z>. Let / be a

continuous function on dD such that there exists a nonnegative superharmonic

function son D whose lower limit boundary values exceed |/| on dD. Firstly, in

case / > 0 on dD, we define Hf to be the lower envelope of the family of

nonnegative superharmonic functions s on D with lower limit boundary values of

s ^ f on dD. For a general / on dD we define

HD —  ITD -  HD
nj "maxf/.O)       -"max(-/,0)'

Then Hf is harmonic on D and has boundary values / on dD. In case f > 0, Hf is

the least nonnegative harmonic function on D with boundary values / on dD. It is

easy to see that the mappings Tv are order preserving (i.e. ux ^ u2 implies Tvux <

T„u2), positively homogeneous (i.e. Tv(Xu) = XT„u for nonnegative numbers A), and

additive (i.e. Ty(ux + u2) = Tvux + Tvu2). If we choose the sequence {bn} so as to

make the sequence {b„ - an + x}^ converge to zero rapidly enough, as described in

the sequel, then we can show that the mappings Tx, T2 are bijective.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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/  /       //  f—j*y \      / ^iV,_j*v \

Figure 8

We fix a positive number p with

p < aan(Pl,(p2 - qx)/2,2-n - q2)

and a sequence {5„} 2 of positive numbers 5„ with

8„ < min^a,,.! - an)/2,(an - an + x)/2).

Then the first property which {bn} has to satisfy is

(4) bn < an+x + 5„+1/2       (n = l,2,...).

For the sequence {bn} with this property we consider subregions (see Figure 8)

A„ = An({b„})

= Wx n{an - 8n <\z\< an + 5„, px - p < argz < q2 + p},

Anj = Anj{{bn})

= W2 n{an - 5„ <|z| < an + S„, Pj,- p < argz < q} + p}

(7 = l,2;/i = 2,3,...)

of Wx, W2, respectively and closed subsets (see Figure 9)

F~ = dAnC\{px - p< argz <px),

F„+ =dAnn{q2<argz^q2 + p),

Fj = dAnj n { />, - p < arg z < //,},

Kj = <>Anj n (<7, < argz < q}. + p)       (j = 1,2; n = 2,3,...)

of 12, or 122.

We also consider closed subsets (see Figure 10)

IV = r„-({fcn})= {a„ <\z\<b„_1,argz=pl],

C = r„+({ft„}) = [an <\z\ < b„_u argz = q2],

r«"7=  ^((M)"   {""  <\Z\<  ^-l'argZ=//7},

C, = rj({bn)) = {an<\z\<b„_x,argz = <?,}
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of An or AnJ and subsets (see Figure 11)

y» = {«»- 55„/4<|z|<an- 35„/4, argz = px)

u{a„ + 35„/4<|z|<a„ + 5S„/4,argz =//,},

Y„+ - {«« ~ 55„/4 <|z|< a„ - 35„/4, argz = q2)

U {a„ + 35„/4 <|r| <a„ + 55„/4, argz = ?,},

Y„"7 = { an ~ 55«/4 < Iz I < an - 38n/4, arg z = Pj }

U {a„ + 35„/4 <|z| <s a„ + 55„/4, argz = />,),

7„7 = { a« " 55«/4 < Iz I < «« - 38»/4> arg * - fl,}

U (fl„ + 35„/4 < \z\ < fl„ + 55„/4, argz = q.)

(y-l,2;n-2,3,...)
of 912j or 9122.

/ /     ^lX-      \     /       &~l}        \

Figure 9

\A    ^^^r2+      /      V     ^-^^r*      /

Figure 10
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I I     ([ f    ^ If yh  7v I

Figure 11

Then Harnack constants

k; = k(FH-,Qlty;,l/2),        k+n =/c(F„+;121,y„+,l/2),

kj = k (F„-.; 122, yj, 1/2),       Kj = k{ F+; 122, y+, 1/2)

are finite by Lemma 2 and independent of {bn}. Set

kn = max(kn, kn , knl, knX, kn2, kn2).

In view of Lemma 1 we can choose the sequence {bn} so as to satisfy

(»{F-uF;-An,z)^i/2kn    (zer;ur;),

\<*(Fj U Fj; Anj,z) < 1/2*,,     (z e r„". U r+)

for every j = 1,2 and n = 2,3,_Now the second property which {bn} has to

satisfy is (5). Then we will prove in subsections 7-8 the following

Theorem 1. If the sequence {bn}f satisfies (4) and (5), then the mappings Tx and

T2 are bijective.

1. First we prove that T2 is infective. The similar argument will also prove the

injectivity of Tx. Let ux, u2 be any functions in HP{W2; dW2). Then ux, u2 satisfy

ux^knux{\/2),        u2<knu2(l/2)

on Fj U F^j (j = 1,2; n = 2,3,...). Therefore, by (5), «,, u2 satisfy

ux < ux{\/2)/2,        u2 < w2(l/2)/2

on T2 = UJL2 U2=1(rn"; U r„y). On the other hand ux, u2 vanish on 9122 - T2 so

that ux — u2 is bounded on 9122. Assume T2ux = T2u2. Since ux — u2 = H„*_U2 on

122, ux — u2 is bounded on 122 and hence on W2. Further ux — u2 vanishes on dW2.

Then we have ux — u2 = 0.
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8. Next we prove that T2 is surjective. The similar argument will also prove the

surjectivity of 7\. We set

oo       2 oo       2

f2 = U U {fj u fj),     r2 = U U (r„- u r+).
n = 2 j=\ n = 2 j' =1

Consider a bounded operator K2 of C(F2) to C(T2) defined by

KMz) = H$'j(z)       (*e C(F2),z e P"". U r+; y = 1,2;« = 2,3,...),

where C( £) denotes the set of continuous functions on a subset E of R and for each

<j> e C(F2) we define <f> = 0 on U2°(9^4„1 U 9^„2) - F2. Also consider a bounded

operator L2 of CB(T2) to CB(F2) defined by

L2t(z) = H°>(z)        (feCD(r2),zeF2),

where CB(E) denotes the set of bounded continuous functions on a subset E of R

and for each \p e CB(r2) we define \p = 0 on 9122 - T2. Let v be any function in

ZZP(122; 9122). Thus we can construct a function w in HP{W2; dW2) with T^w = v by

using the bounded operator M2 = L2° K2 of a subspace of C(F2) to CB(F2). Since

u is dominated by the constant k„v(l/2) on U2=1(F,~ U Fj) (n = 2,3,...), we

have, by (5), K2v < u(l/2)/2 on T2. Then the harmonic function M2v on 122 is

dominated by the constant t;(l/2)/2 and hence by induction M2v is dominated by

the constant v(\/2)/2m (m = 1,2,...). Therefore there exists a nonnegative func-

tion <J>„ = E^_0 M2v on F2 with (/ — M2)<#>(, = v, where I is the identity operator of

C{F2). Observe that K2$v is a harmonic function on A2 = Uf(AnX U An2) and

i; + Af2<J>„ is a harmonic function on 122 with the same values as that of ZC2<f>r on

9(122 n A2). Then we can define the harmonic function

u(z)=!K^(z) (z^A2),

\v(z) + %(:)     (zel22)

in HP{W2; dW2) which satisfies on 122

T2u = u- H^ = v + M2<j>„ - L2{K2^) = v.        □

9. We prove dim{5„} = 1, dim{ S„, } = 2. Consider a mapping F„ of HPX(WV; dWv)

to //^(Q,; 912,) given by

E*U = l(Tuj       ("^Hpi{Wv;dWv);v = l,2),

where /(u) = -(2w)-1/gB(9/9|z|)i;(z) |dz|. Let u be in ex. HPX{W„; dWv) and £„« be

represented in a form Epu = tvx + (1 — /)u2 for a constant ? in (0,1) and vx, v2 in

HPX{Q„; 912 J. Then we have

Therefore we have u = T-lvx/l(T„-lvx) = T^v^KT^v^ and hence l(Tvu)Evu =

vx/l(Tv'1vx) = v2/l(T~lv2). Then l(Eru) = fcx = fo2 = 1 imply F^w = «x = u2 so

that F„w is extreme in HPx(£lr; 912„). Thus F„ is a mapping of ex. HPX(WV; dWv) to
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ex. HP^Q^; 912J. Further we can show that F„ is bijective. Let ux, u2 be any

functions in ex. HPX{WV; dWv) such that Evux = Evu2. Then the facts lux = lu2 = 1

and ux/l(Tpux) = u2/l(Tpu2) imply ux = u2 so that F„ is injective. Let v be any

function in ex. HPX(UV; 912„). Then we have E{T~xv/l{T~lv)) = v. Assume

T-h)/HT-\}) = tux + (1 - 0«2 for "i. u2 in ^Pi(W;;9^) and a constant ? in

(0,1). Then we have v/l(T'lv) = tTvux + (1 - ?)7>2 and hence v = Tvux/l{Tvux)

= Tvu2/l(Tvu2). Therefore we have T~lv = ux/l{Tvux) = u2/l{Tyu2). Since lux =

lu2 = 1, we obtain T~lv/l{T~lv) = ux = u2 so that T~lv/l(T~lv) is extreme. Then

F„ is also surjective. Thus we conclude

|dim{5„} = # (ex. HPX(QX ;dttx)) = 1,

\dim{5„,.} = #(ex.ZZP1(122;9122)) = 2.

2. Firmly associated densities.

10. Consider a "^-sequence {l^Jf and a density P on 12 with suppP c U^F,,.

Solutions « of (1) on 12 are harmonic on W = W({Y„}) = 12 - UfT,,. Then we

define a mapping TP of PP(12; 912) to HP{W; dW) by

TPu = u-H*       (u ePP(12;912)).

Similar to the mappings 7^ and F2 given in subsection 6 the mapping Tp is order

preserving, positively homogeneous, and additive. In general TP may or may not be

injective and similarly surjective. If the mapping TP happens to be bijective, then the

density P is said to be canonically associated with the ^-sequence {Yn}. If a density

P on 12 is canonically associated with a ^-sequence {Yn}, then we have dimP =

dim{ y~„}. To prove this we consider a mapping EP of PPi(12; 912) to HPX(W; dW)

given by

Then similar to the mappings Ex and E2 given in subsection 9 the mapping EP is a

bijective mapping of ex. PP,(12; 312) to ex. HPX{W; dW).

11. A density Q on 12 with P < Q, supp(? c Ufl^ may or may not be canoni-

cally associated with a ^sequence {Yn}™ even if a density P on 12 is canonically

associated with {Yn}. We can actually construct both examples but we will not

mention them here. If any density Q with P < Q, supp<2 c U^Y,, is always

canonically associated with {Yn} for a density P with suppP c UfT,,, then we say

that the density P is firmly associated with the ^-sequence (T„}. Hence a firmly

associated density with {Yn} is a canonically associated density with {Yn} and a

density Q with P < g, suppg cUJ0!", is also firmly associated with [Yn] if a

density P is firmly associated with {Yn}. Now we prove the following

Theorem 2. There always exists a density P on 12 firmly associated with an

arbitrarily given ^-sequence.

The proof of this theorem will be given in subsections 15-18 after establishing

auxiliary results in subsections 12-14.
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12. Let D be a Jordan region in 12. We denote by Pf the solution of (1) on D

with boundary values / on 3D for a density P on 12 and a continuous function / on

dD. Let (P„ }f be a sequence of densities P„ on 12 with

lim (infP„) = +oo.

Then we have the following

Lemma 3. The sequence {{Pn)x }f converges to zero as n -* oo uniformly on every

compact subset of D.

For a proof we take any disk U = U(p, r) in D with a center p and a radius r

and set c„ = inf k > n(mf D P k), w„ = (cji7. Since wn >w„+x> 0, the sequence {wn}f

converges to a nonnegative function w on U. Assume that w > 0 on a subset of E/

with positive measure. Then there exist a positive number 5 and a compact subset F

of {z e U;w(z) > 8} such that the measure |F| of F is positive. If we denote the

harmonic Green's function on U by g,j( ■, ■), then we have

1 = w„(z) + ±ff^ gu(z,nc„w„(n dtdr,        (f = £ + ft,)

for any z in U. We fix a point q'mU and set a = 5 inf £ g£/(^, •). Then we have

l>w„(q) + ^ffEgu(q,$)cnwn($)d$dr,

so that

■ -■     2>(l-w.(g))

is valid for every n = 1,2,_This contradicts the fact that |F| > 0. Therefore

w = 0 almost everywhere on U. On the other hand, wn is rotation free:

%(*)= Wn(\Z ~P\ + P)-

Further, by the maximum principle, wn(zx) < w„(z2) if \zx - p\ < |z2 - ^|. Then

w = 0 everywhere on U. Thus, by the Dini theorem, {wn} converges to zero

uniformly on every compact subset of U and hence we obtain Lemma 3 since

Wf<(Of<^   n
13. Let U, V be Jordan regions in 12 with U c V. Let {P„}f be a sequence of

densities P„ on 12 such that suppP„ c U and lim „ (inf^PJ = + oo for any compact

subset K of U. Consider a subharmonic function

w(z;U,V)=h^V-U'z)     (^"^
\0 (zel/)

on K. If we set ||<J>||£ = sup£|4>| for a function <£ on a subset F of 12, then we have

the following

Lemma 4. limJ|(P„)r - w(-; U, V)\\? = 0.
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Since we have (Pn)x < (P„)i for any Jordan region D in U with D c U, the

sequence {(Pn)x}f converges to zero uniformly on every compact subset of U by

Lemma 3. We take an exhaustion {Um)f of U consisting of Jordan regions Um in U

with 17, c U. Set snm = supVm(Pn)yx (" = 1,2,...;« = 1,2,...). Thenlim„*„m = 0,

(P,,)^ < 5„m + w( ■; Um, V). Therefore we have

0 < (Pjr - w(-; U, V) < s„m +(«/(•; t/m, K) - w(-; [/, K))

on F. We also set fm = su\o3uw(-; Um, V) (m = 1,2,...). Then limmrm = 0 so that

we obtain Lemma 4 by the inequality

l{PH)i-w(-;U,V)\\v<smm + tm.   □

14. Let X, Y be Jordan regions in 12 with Y c X. Then we have the following

simple but useful fact:

Lemma 5. For any positive number e there exists a density P on 12 such that

suppP c Yand

for any f in C(3A').

We can take a sequence {P„}f of densities Pn on 12 with suppP,, c Y and

\\mn(infKPn) = + oo for any compact subset K of Y. For example, for an exhaus-

tion {T„}f of Y we consider nonnegative C°°-functions P„ with P„ = n on Y„,

P„ = 0 on 12 — Yn + X. Then by Lemma 4 we have

lim \\(P„)xx-w(-;Y,X)\\   =0
n-» oo

so that lim„||(Pn)iv'||? = 0. Observe that

|(i,n)/|<(/JJ|/l<(^)|f/ll»=ll/IU/JJi'-
Then we have

\\(P„)f   ||F<||(PB)l    \\yWfhx-

Therefore if we set P = Pn for n with ||(P„)f||y < e, we obtain Lemma 5.    □

15. We proceed to the proof of Theorem 2, i.e. the existence of firmly associated

densities. Let {Yn)^ be any ^-sequence in 12 and X„ be a slightly larger Jordan

region in 12 than Yn containing T„. We may assume Xn n Xm = 0 for n ¥= m. We fix

a point z0 in 12 - UxxXn and denote by F the set of nonnegative harmonic functions

u on W= W({Yn})=SL-\J\xYn with u(z0) = 1. Then the Harnack inequality

yields

/3 = sup  max«<+oo       (n = 1,2,...).
F dXn

We define a density P = Pw on 12 by

tP.(z)    (i ex.),,-1,2.

where P„  is a density on 12 which satisfies Lemma 5 for e = (2/3„)-1,  F = F„,

AT = A",,. We will show that P is firmly associated with {Yn}.
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16. First we prove that the mapping TP of PP(12; 312) to HP(W; dW) is injective.

Let ux, u2 be any functions in PP(!2; 312). We remark that ux, u2 are harmonic on

W. Then ux, u2 satisfy ux < Bnux(z0), u2 < Bnu2(z0) on dXn. Therefore by Lemma

5 we have ux < ux(z0)/2, u2 < «2(z0)/2 on UfT,, so that ux, u2 are bounded on

dW = 912 U (U139yM). Assume TPux = TPu2. Since ux - u2 = H^_Ui on W, ux - u2

is bounded on W and hence on 12. Further ux — u2 vanishes on 912. Then we have

ux — u2 = 0.

17. Next we prove that Tp is surjective. We set

OO 00

Fx=\JdXn,        ry = lj3T„.
l l

Consider a bounded operator Kp of C(FX) to C(TY) defined by

Zt>(z) = P/"(z)       (teC(F,),zeay,;»-U...).

Also consider a bounded operator LP of CB(TY) to CB(FX) defined by

LPt(z) = Hf(z)        (^eCfi(ry),zeFx),

where we set \p = 0 on 912. Let i; be any function in HP(W; dW). Then we can

construct a function u in PP(!2; 912) with TPu = u by using the bounded operator

Mp = Lpo KP of a subspace of C(FX) to CF(FA-). Since f is dominated by the

constant Bnv(z0) on dXn, we have KPv < v(zQ)/2 on Ty by Lemma 5. Then a

harmonic function MPv is dominated by v(z0)/2m (m = 1,2,...). Therefore there

exists a nonnegative function

oo

m = 0

on Fx with (Z — MP)§V = v, where I is the identity operator of C(FX). Observe that

KP<bv is a solution of (1) on U[xXn and v + M^, is a solution of (1) on W with the

same values as that of KP<j>v on d{W n (U1°A'„)) = F^ U I\. Then we can define the

function

(d(z) + A/^(z)     (zeW)

in PP( 12; 912) which satisfies

7> = u - H? = 0 + Mrf,v - LP{Kp+v) = v

on W.

18. In the preceding subsections we have shown that P is canonically associated

with {Yn}. We turn to the proof that P is firmly associated with {Yn}. Take any

density Q on 12 with suppg c Uf^ and P < g. Consider densities P„,<2„ (« =

1,2,...) on 12 defined by

P"W-(o (,.D-X).      e"W=(o (,.11-JO.
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Then suppP„ c Y„, suppQ„ c Yn and Pn < Q„. Similar to the density P„, the

density Qn satisfies Lemma 5 for e = (2B„y1, X = Xn, Y = Yn since (Q„)*" <

(P„)i". Then Q is canonically associated with (Yn} and hence P is firmly associated

with(yj.    □

3. The proof of the main theorem.

19. Let {.S„}f, {S }_12;n>1 be ^-sequences given in subsection 6. We can take

firmly associated densities Px and Q on 12 with {Sn} and {SnJ}, respectively. We set

P = Px + Q. Then suppP c (UfSn) U (Uf(^i U $,,)) = UfS*, and Px < P.
Therefore P is also canonically associated with {Sn}. Thus we deduce

dim£> = dim{Sn7-} = 2,       dimP = dim{S„} = 1,

although Q < P.    D
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